Fishing

by Matt Curtis

Reporting Period: February 25 to March 25, 2014

Note: Missing dates normally mean that the wind
contributed to boats not going out to fish.
I have a NEW email if you can send me any fishing news
or pictures: lyncurt0@gmail.com
2/25 SAND DOLLAR fished the Willard area for huge

goldies and near-limits of yellowtail. GATOR BAIT and
DAKOTA went to Esteban trolling for limits of yellowtail.
JAYHAWKER took a tourist cruise to 7 Mile for rockies.
2/27 SEA DANCER trolled at Isla Turner for limits of big
yellowtail.
2/28 After SEA DANCER’s report, the fleet headed for
“his numbers” at Turner. DAKOTA, GATOR BAIT, and
JAY HAWKER all fished there for excellent catches of
quality yellowtail. SEA SHELL fished 7 Mile for rockies
and Harold got a nice eight pound halibut.
3/2 The admiral on Dakota got a couple of 20+ pound
yellowtail and a smaller one between the pyramids and the
south reef. They also tried Esteban and found lots of birds
and cooler water, but no fish.
Between Dead Man and Deep
Reef, they found more birds and
managed to pull in two more
small yellowtail.
3/7 DAKOTA, SEA BASS and
EL SUENO all went to Turner
and did not find any yellowtail in
the am, so DAKOTA bottom
fished near Dead Man, EL
SUENO went to Esteban but
only found rough water, and
SEA BASS kept on trying
Turner until he got into a late
bite of three yellowtail. GATOR
BAIT trolled around Turner for
13 nice yellowtail and bottom
fish, while RED ROVER caught
goldies and sardinera/brownies.
3/10 The beginning of the
fishing tournament. Results will
be posted in the outdoor
activities report.
FISH FINDER went to 14 Mile
for his normal great catch of
bottom fish. ESCAPE went to
Turner for 15 yellowtail,
including a 22 pounder. SAND
DOLLAR went to Willard some

big goldies to 6 pounds. DAKOTA fished the north end of
Esteban for a 17.5 pound yellowtail, and the gravel bar for
some goldies in rough water. They finished a busy day
with a boat rescue. JAY HAWKER also fished Esteban’s
rough water for some nice goldies. GATOR BAIT fished
300 to 400 foot water at Esteban for some really nice
goldies to 6.5 pounds and a 11 pound sheephead. SEA
BASS caught 5 yellowtail, bottom fish, an angry lobo, and
a nice reef anchor.
3/11 GATOR BAIT switched over to Pedro for limits of
yellowtail to 23 pounds. JAY HAWKER traveled over to
Esteban’s rough west side for a small yellowtail and 4 nice
sardinera/brownies.
SAND DOLLAR (Les)
brought in a 2.4 pound
rock/sand bass and
goldies at Esteban.
DAKOTA filled his
quota of boat rescues at
Turner, harvested a crop
of weeds, for a
yellowtail and a white
sea bass around 15
pounds. EL SUENO
fished the weed banks
at Turner for goldies,
and bottom fish and
more weeds. HORNY
TOAD also fished
Turner and Dead Man
for goldies and sandies.
3/12 RED ROVER
made the long trip to Pedro worthwhile by landing a 100.5
pound baja grouper, yellowtail to 25 pounds, and limits of
sardinera/brownies.
3/13 San Pedro had a busy day as DAKOTA, got five nice
(to 24 pounds), one small yellowtail and a 15 pound
sawtail grouper (photo to follow), mostly jigging, GATOR
BAIT, limits of nice yellowtail on the troll, SAND
DOLLAR, yellowtail and bottom fish, WET WILLY, and
MANANA MAYBE both trolled for nice yellowtail
catches. Some were caught on the southwest side, but the
best was off the mid-north side in water near the cliffs.
SEA BASS fished Turner for bottom fish and three
yellowtail.
3/14 The FISH FINDER went to 14 Mile in choppy
conditions for a great catch of rockies, corvina and other
croakers (possibly golden croakers/drum). GATOR BAIT
caught four 25.5 pounds in rough water on a slow day
(location unsure).
3/15 JAY HAWKER went towards 14 Mile for some
rockies and flounder (to seven pounds), and SAND
DOLLAR was there also for a big catch of rockies, corvina
and croakers/drum.

3/17 JAY HAWKER fished Turner for 6 yellowtail and a

1.5 pound triggerfish. RED ROVER and MANANA
MAYBE went to Pedro for more yellowtail and RR got
limits of the sardinera. SEA BASS fished Turner for 2
yellowtail caught and 2 lost and goldies and a pinto bass.
3/18 GATOR BAIT and PERRYDIZE went to Pedro in
fairly rough water where GATOR got big goldies to 6
pounds and 10 nice yellowtail. DAKOTA fished Turner in
strong currents for 2 nice yellowtail and 2 small ones plus
a white sea bass. JAY HAWKER also fished Turner for 9
yellows and 14 goldies. SAND DOLLAR went to 14 Mile
for limits of rockies, corvina, and triggerfish to 3.5
pounds.
3/19 SAND DOLLAR fished Turner on a slow day for
bottom fish and one yellowtail. FISH FINDER returned to
14 Mile for rockies, small flounder, and two triggerfish
over 3 pounds.
3/21 SEA SHELL fished near Alcatraz for rockies and
limits of “bobidos” (sp?). DAKOTA bottom fined at
Turner and PERRYDIZE caught a yellowtail and bottom

fish at Turner on a slow day there. NIGHTWINGS fished
near 14 Mile for one nice rockie and a bunch of small
ones, and kept five nice corvina and three nice
croakers/drum (yellowfin and big golden species).
3/22 JAY HAWKER had a short trip to Turner on one
engine, but long enough for BOW HUNTER (AKA WSBKILLER), to jig up a 48 pound white sea bass.
3/22 DAKOTA tried Turner but it was a very slow day.
Side-note: There have been some nice corvina and
croakers or drum caught near 14 Mile recently. I had not

seen these before except at San Felipe and off the Pacific
coast of Baja. There are a lot of species of these white sea
bass relatives in the Sea of Cortez, so identification is a
little tough. The most likely candidates were the striped
corvina and the short fin corvina. The corvina being
caught out at 14 now most look like the striped species.
There were at least two species of croakers, mainly what
appears to be the supposedly rare golden croaker or drum
and the yellowfin croakers. All of these fish put up good
fights on light tackle. Since these are not often caught
around here, photos follow. I can report that they were
all delicious eating, grilled, skin-on, with just oil and
seasoning sprinkled on. The corvina have a different
appearance from those I have caught before north of
here from Red Rock to the Santa Rosa Estuary
(Christmas Tree).

